European Union Documents Center (EUDC)

**EUDC holdings:** The EUDC contains documents of the European Community. The following call numbers are shelved in this collection:

- JX9 EAEC
- JX9 EEC
- JX9 EC
- JX9 EP
- JX9 ECSC

**Rules:**

--**self-service**
Library patrons may obtain materials in the EUDC themselves and use them within the enclosed EUDC area or Main Desk Reserve area--this policy allows immediate and more assured access for all patrons.

--**Using book elsewhere in the building**
Most EUDC items may be checked out for use within the addition. Exceptions are listed below. To check out materials to be elsewhere in the addition, take them and your ID to the Circulation Desk.

--**4-hour limit**
Checked out materials are due back in 4 hours. Return them within that time to the Circulation Desk.

**Exceptions:**

--**non-circulating items**
Some materials do not circulate outside the S-2 gated area at all. These materials are stamped “NON-CIRCULATING.”

**Items that may be checked out to carrels**
Some items may be checked out to carrels. These items are those that start with any of the following seven call numbers:

- JX9 EC.62
- JX9 EEC.32
- JX9 EP
- JX9 EC.64
- JX9 EEC.5
- JX9 EC.8
- JX9 EEC.6